On 'negotiations' in point 2.2: they refer to the negotiations between the third parties in question (i.e. the press publishers) and news aggregators like Google News, in Spain following the Spanish national law, i.e. as I explain in the text: negotiations between collecting societies representing press publishers, and news aggregators with a view to reaching an agreement as regards the tariffs, and their calculation, for compensating the making available of news snippets by the news aggregators.

On personal data and some non-redacted names: some are 'public figures' (e.g. Ministers, Cab members), others (also public figures) in consultations agreed to disclose their letters (where their names appear, without asking for anything to be protected). Non-public telephone / office numbers and non-public email addresses I however redacted. Twitter accounts are public in my view.

On all non-public documents from third parties we did third-party consultations (where they agreed to disclosure).

On the four small parts of 2.2 (to which we refuse access), we did not consult third parties as it seemed clear to us (and in particular CNECT from the experience they had with them) that it should be protected.

OK?
Thank you for the work done in this file.

One small comment in point 2.2.: you refer to ongoing "negotiations", I suppose you mean discussions, reflexions at Commission's level?

On the deletions related to personal data, I suppose that the data disclosed are already public as for example you disclose some names but not the telephone numbers or twitter account but not e-mails?

To be sure, have you consulted the third parties when you propose full or partial disclosure?

You have the agreement of the LS on the reply.

---

From: SJ AD CONFIRMATIVES
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2015 4:00 PM
To: [redacted] (SJ)
Subject: FW: Consultation LS - Confirmatory reply - 4-3-1 - processus décisionnel avant décision - [redacted], GestDem 2015/3828

Nouvelle consultation AD
Délai de 5 jrs = 14/12
Répondre à SJ AD Confirmatives
Merci

---

From: SG DOSSIERS ACCES
Sent: Thursday, December 03, 2015 5:15 PM
To: SJ AD CONFIRMATIVES
Cc: [redacted] (SG)
Subject: Consultation LS - Confirmatory reply - 4-3-1 - processus décisionnel avant décision - [redacted], GestDem 2015/3828

Dear Colleagues,

Please find attached the draft confirmatory decision, the fiche de synthèse in the sensitive case [redacted] GestDem 2015/3828 that was sent for LS consultation via Ares(2015)5562057.

Also attached:
- List of documents
- Annex II
- Annex III
- Original version of document 7

"Please note that documents 1, 4, 5, 6, 10, 15, 16 and 17 are not attached since the redactions of the initial reply (of the parts within the scope) only concern personal data."
Case handler: 

Thank you very much.

Best regards,

[Redacted]